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ing to take on new diOrgan said that students will also . stand what plagiarism is, so they
mensions.
"It is a hot issue across the coun- have their papers uploaded this year do not really know they are doing
try," Long said. "There is a natiopal on Turnitin so that future Harding anything wrong," Dixon said.
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Merriam-Webster Online dicinterest in this problem."
tionary defines
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a user profile on the Turnitin Web Long said.
"We want to
'We are a peosite and be assigned an account
help protect kids against using ple of integrity but it doesn't mean
name and password.
Students also register online other people's work inappropri- we can't be watchful," Long said.
The Brackett Library has puralso to get a class identification ately, whether purposefully or
chased Turnitin for one year and
number and class enrollment accidentally," Long said.
Leaving out quote marks, not will examine it next summer to see
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Faith, food and fellowship
Freshman Amanda Phillips and sophomore Aryca Cole scope out a variety of
muffins during chapel Sept. 23. "Having muffins during chapel was a nice surprise
because I didn't expect it," Phillips said. "I also didn't have breakfast that moming
so it worked out perfectly."

Administrators propose new two-chapel system
RENEE LEWIS
student reporter

Administrators have explored several options to
eliminate the over-populated chapel problem during the past several years. So far,
none have met the expectations of
the university.
After trying two concurrent
chapels, attempting to schedule a
later chapel this fall and tossing
around the idea of an addition to
the Benson Auditorium, administrators hope they have finally come
up with a solution.
LONG
President David Burks said the
deans and vice presidents approved
a stag~ered two-chapel system for the 2005-2006 acad mi vear. U app:wved by faculty members at the
12' facu l y meeting, the university will have the
go-ahead to form concrete plans.
"I anticipate it coming up for discussion at the next
faculty meeting," Burks said. ''If that discussion goes
well and they still feel it's the best way to go, we'll likely
an!lounce that this is how we're going to do it."

..ct.

Dr. Larry Long, vice president of academic affairs,
said the idea is to hold two chapels back-to-back at
9 a.m. and 10 a.m.
However, with that schedule change major adjustments need to be made to the academic schedule,
Long said.
Although many of the academic scheduling logistics won't be figured out until this system is officially approved by the faculty, Long said the proposed
morning schedule will most likely follow the current
afternoon class pattern.
Instead of classes at 9:45a.m., 10:45 a.m. and 11:
45 a.m., classes will be scheduled at 9 a.m., 10 a.m. ,
11 a .m. and noon.
"In essence, what we basically did is we took our
class schedule and we pulled it apart," Long said.
''And all of a sudden in the class schedule we invented
a n ew [class] time. We call it 9 a.m.- academically
that didn't exist before."
If this two-chapel system is approved, students
will register for chapel just like they register for
classes.
Most likely, an online system will be implemented
next year as well, Daniel Cherry, administrative assistant to the president, said.
·

"This system has the potential to be a lot more
user-friendly," Cherry said.
Burks said that while he would like for this new
system to be fall-only, the best way to keep academic
scheduling as easy as possible is to make this system
year-round.
''Personally, I'd like to have everyone back together
in the spring," Burks said. ''However, from a scheduling point of view, it's very difficult because of the way
fall and spring classes work.
"The deans also really feel it needs to be yearround," he said.
Sophomore Clyde Kemp said these changes may
benefit the students.
"When you're in a smaller group, it seems more
personal," Kemp said. "I know that some people may
not feel it's the 'Harding experience,' but I don't think
it's going to make much of a difference."
Long also said that if this system is implemented,
it will benefit the students and the university as a
whole.
"What we're doing is working on a short-term problem, with a long-term vision," he said. "Once we've
done this, theoretically, Harding can grow to almost
double the size it is now." •
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
Searcy schools to receive state honors
Governor Mike Huckabee is scheduled to recognize the Searcy School District Oct. 5 as one of
the top 10 school districts in the state, according
to the Searcy Daily Citizen.
Little Rock's KTHV Channel 11, in conjunction with the Arkansas Department of Education, will air the Golden Apple Awards program
in recognition of the 10 Arkansas districts that
performed the best on standardized tests, like
the Benchmark exams, in 2004.
The Searcy district was notified that it qualified on Sept. 16. Other schools that will be recognized include Batesville, Bentonville, Lakeside/
Garland County, Melbourne, Mountain View,
Salem, Valley View and Weiner.

WEEKLY WINDOW

Teen paralyzed from poison ivy infection
An Arkansas teenager who became paralyzed
after developing a staph infection from a poison
ivy outbreak is still recuperating in Harrison.
Early this summer, Seth Canady, 17, developed a case of poison ivy that was quickly
treated with medication prescribed by his doctor. However, before it healed, he scratched the
infected area.
In late July, Canady woke up and found
he could not move. He was taken to Arkansas
Children's Hospital, where doctors diagnosed
the problem as an abscess that had formed at
the base of his spine from scratching the area
affected by the poison ivy.
After undergoing surgery, Canady was unconscious for several days and remained in the
hospital for five weeks. He currently is going
through progressive rehabilitation.
Dr. Esther Tompkins of Children's Hospital
said spinal cord infections like this are rare,-

Mount St. Helens put on unrest alert
Seismologists issued a notice of volcanic unrest for Mount St. Helens Sunday after noting
a stregthening series of earthquakes.
Willie Scott, a geologist with the U.S. Geological
Survey, told the Associated Press that a series of
more than 10 temblors over the weekend might
be a sign of an impending small explosion.
"The key issue is a small explosion without
warning," Scott ·said. "That would be the major
event that we are worried about now."
The last time the volcano's dome erupted was
in October 1986, according to Scott.

Man faces time for pocketed checks
A Pennsylvania man was convicted of theft
Sept. 24 for keeping $2,194 worth of payroll checks
that were accidentally mailed to him.
Edward Woodland Jr., 34, continued to get
paychecks from the Susquehanna nuclear plant
despite the fact that he was turned down for employment at the company after failing a background investigation.
When officials from the plant confronted
Woodland about the error and asked for the
money back, he refused, claiming that he had
been working the entire time.
Woodland may face up to seven years in
prison.

FACES IN THE CROWD
..

Donnell Cassey, freshman
Hometown: Monroe, La.
Major: Undeclared
If you were stuck on a
desert island, what one
person or item would you
want to bring with you?
"Jesus, because he can provide
me with everything I need"

Goal after Harding: Owning a massage therapy clinic
Mayonnaise or mustard? Mayonnaise
Hard taco or soft taco? Soft taco
Who has been the most influential person
in your life? Jack Evans, director of Southwest Christian University in Texas, because
"he taught me about being the Christian I need
to be."
What movie character do you most identify with? "Blade because he's bad"

CAMPUS IN BRIEF

COMING UP

Fall Fest needs volunteers

10.01 Mark Nizer- Juggling act, Benson Auditorium,8p.m.

The a1mual Kensett Fall Fest will
be held at the Kensett Middle School
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.
The carnival invites elementary
students in Kensett to play games,
win candy and prizes, spend time
with Harding students and eat
free food.
Student volunteers are needed
and appreciated, and families on
campus for Family Weekend are
welcome.
Anyone who would like more
information should contact senior
Linnea Reed at 279-5143 or senior
Aaron Miller at 305-8374.

Club to hold band concert
Theta Psi Kappa will host the
Band Bash in the Administration
Auditorium at 7 p.m. Oct. 9.
Tickets to the show can be purchased in advance from club members
for $4 or at the entrance for $5.
The top band, as selected by
audience response, will receive 10
percent of profits from the entrance
fees. Door prizes will be given to audience members.
Any bands interested in participating or anyone interested in more
information should contact senior
Craig Bettenhausen at 278-6166.

Osbornes cancel barbecue
Instead of the traditional Osborne
family barbecue, Aramark will provide a tailgate party in front of the
Ganus Athletic Center from 4 to 6
p.m. Saturday as the pre-game meal
for Family Weekend.
Bob Reely, associate executive
director of the American Studies
Institute, said the .Jennings Osborne family was unable to host
the barbecue because of personal
health issues and the sale of the
family business this summer.
The rest of the pre-game schedule
will remain the same with a performance by Belles and Beaux, a jousting show by Knights social club and
inflatable games.
Adult's tickets cost $7.50 and children's tickets cost $3.60. Students
will be able to use their meal plans
to cover the cost of the hot dogs and
hamburgers.

Students stage two-man play
''Walk in the Woods," a two-man
play directed by senior Tom Meadows, will be performed in the Administration Auditorium at 7 p.m.
today and Saturday.
Tickets are $4 or free with the
Pass.

10.02 Kensett Fall Fest, Kensett Middle School
10 a.m.- 2 p.m.
10.02 Bison football v. Henderson State, 6 p.m.
10.02 Vertical Horizon, Benson Auditorium, 9 p.m.
10.03 Bison Stampede 5K Run, begins at Heritage
Inn, 9a.m.
10.03 Bison soccer v. Ouachita Baptist,
Arkadelphia, Ark., 1 p.m.
10.03 Lady Bison soccer v. Ouachita Baptist,
Arkadelphia, Ark., 2 p.m.
10.03 Men's open house, 6:30- 8:30p.m.
10.04 Student Association Survey,
student center, 9:45a.m. - 3 p.m.
10.05 Lady Bison volleyball v. Henderson State,
home, 7 p.m.
10.05 Lambda Alpha Epsilon -American Criminal
Justice Association, Ezell21 0, 8:30 p.m.
10.07 Business, Industry & Government Job Fair,
student center 236, 9 a.m.- 2 p.m.
10.07 Lady Bison volleyball v. Dallas Baptist,
home, 7p.m.
_
10.07 Souvenirs meeting, Thanks a Latte
coffeehouse, 8:30 p.m.
10.09 Band Bash, Administration Auditorium,
7 p.m., $4 advance tickets, $5 at door

www.harding.edu/thebison/
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Painter to discuss
art exhibit today
BREWOOD
student reporter

Milwaukee that he discovered
his true passion in drawing and
painting.
Professional artist and college
Mter receiving his bachelor's
professor Kevin Muente, whose degree in 1994, Muente particiwork is exhibited in the Stevens pated in the Fine Arts Summer
Art Gallery, will discuss some of Study Abroad program in Paris
his latest work at 1 p.m .. today in and Florence. He went on to earn
the gallery.
a Master of Fine Arts degree in
Currently an assistant profes- painting from the University of
sor of paint- Cincinnati in 1999.
Throughout his higher-educaing at NarlhernKentucky tion experience, Muente received
University, several awards for his artwork,
Muente
including the Outstanding Fine
said
he Arts Graduate Student Award
paints with from the University of Cincinoils on can- nati in 1999.
Although his work is currently
vas when he
is not teach- displayed and sold in Closson's Galing. His pas- lery in Cincinnati, Ohio, Muente
sion and furte said he hopes to one day have
MUENTE
in artwork is his work displayed in a gallery
portraying in Chicago or New York.
landscapes with paint. Muente
"My paintings convey nature
said his most recent works were at very unique or unusual moinspired by scenes of the north- ments- thus capturing the spirit
of a place," Muente said. "These
western United States.
Muente said he has traveled to pivotal and temporal situations
the northern part of California look- secure a sense of the grand mything for places that are "elemental ic qualities that mother-nature
and isolated, so there is no sense rarely reveals."
of human presence."
Muente encourages students,
"As a landscape painter, my faculty and community members
paintings reaffirm a sense of who are interested in art or landscapes to view an asplace for the viewer," Muente said.
sortment of his work
"My role as an artist is
"My role as an artas he shares the evoto experience places in lution of his art and
ist is to experience
a more in-depth manner discusses some of his
places in a more indepth manner and
and communicate those latest projects.
Because his work
communicate those
experiences to the
has been displayed
experiences to the
viewer."
since August, stuViewer."
dents have already
When Muente
Kevin Muente,
had the opportunity
creates a landscape
to view Muente's
painting, he either
PROFESSIONAl ARTIST
paintings.
does on-site studSenior Kiley
ies where he brings
along canvas and paints on loca- Mabry, who has already viewed
tion, or he does photo-reference the exhibit, said he was most
paintings where he photographs a impressed with Muente's brush
particular scene, brings it back to strokes and how "a little went
his studio to develop, then recreates a long way."
Mabry said he is lookingfurward
the photograph on a canvas.
Muente said he has been driven to Muente's presentation.
"[I am most interested] in
by his artistic nature ever since
he was a little boy. Throughout finding out about his technique
high school he said he thought he and what it took to get him to
would eventually become a graphic where he is now," Mabry said.
"He's shown us that he deserves
designer or architect.
It was not until Muente attend- our respect- that he knows what
ed the University of Wisconsin- he is doing." •

TONIGHT @ 8 P.M.

$3 or FREE w/PASS

THAN YOU DESERVE

CHELSEA ROBERSON!The Bison

Savoring the sunshine

Taking some time to enjoy the outdoors, freshman Jamie Brown sprawls out on the front lawn with her books to study. Despite
the hot afternoons this week, students often found time to study in the shade or take a break outside between classes.

Alumni group brews new fund-raiser
MARANDA ABERCROMBIE
student reporter

The Associated Women for
Harding introduced its own brand
of privately labeled coffee blends
this August as its
latest fund-raising
effort.
The coffee is
sold in the bookstore and online
for around $9 per
bag. About $1.50
from each bag is
designated for a
scholarship fund,
one of the AWH's
main contributions
to the university,
according to Liz
Howell, director of alumni relations and the organization's
liaison.
'We feel like anything we can
do to help more people get to
Harding is great," Howell said.
"This coffee is really helping provide more scholarships."
The idea to sell coffee has its
roots deep in the soil of Jinja,
Uganda, where Harding sent
a mission team of about 15-20
graduates about 10 years ago.
Upon arriving in Jinja, they
realized the value of coffee in the
country. They started a coffee
shop, At the, Source Cafe, and
created their own coffee brands,
using the income to support their

ministry work.
After returning home to Tyler, Texas, Brett Ramond, one of
the missionaries, created a new
business called Coffee Around the
World to contin ue semng coffee
and returning part
of the procee.ds to
charity.
"People from all
over.th world can
order and $rip thls
coffee " Ramona
said,. "'t's a good
gift fot· a friend
or ju t fQ r yourelf.'
Harding became
involvedwhenHow. ell contacted Ramond looking for
new fund-raising techniques. Ramond encouraged Howell to follow
the example of other universities
in selling the coffee.
"Other well-known universities in the country, such as Texas A&M, offer their own coffee
labels, and it was just natural to
think of Harding as a candidate,"
Ramond said.
Ramond also got other partners involved, including Matt
and Mandy West, founders and
former owners of Midnight Oil
coffee shop in Searcy.
Howell said she would also like
students to help with some of the
marketing details.
'We would love for students to

get involved," Howell said. "We're
looking into joining with marketing
students to possibly hold a taste
testing."
The AWH also plans to show
an infomercial during the intermission of the Homecoming musical this year.
Howell said this project is
unlike anything else the organization has sold, and it will be
something it can continue for
years to come.
"Coffee is a consumable, so
people will continue to buy it,"
Howell said.
Currently, the 'Coffee is available
in five blends: Belltower Blend,
Bison Blend, Hazelnut Cream,
Southern Pecan and Colombian
Supremo:
Every flavor comes in whole
bean or ground and regular or
decaffeinated.
Graduate student Derek Seawel,
a student worker in the bookstore,
was one of the first students to
try the coffee.
"I really like Harding Coffee;
my favorite so far is Bison Blend,"
he said. "I have had a few cups a
day for the past week, and it is
really good."
Kelly Blickenstaff, who purchases
merchandise for the bookstore, said
she thinks selling the coffee will
be a successful fund-raiser.
"It's a good idea for today because so many people enjoy coffee," Blickenstaff said. •

Tl E &
ERVICE CE TE
PRO

DANNY FINtH. OwNeRIMANAG&R

The James D. Bales
Project

White County's newest & most complete
tire, wheel & service specialist

Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,
CV boot, CV axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,
oil & lube, front end repair ...

.1J111111/YM.
... and parental billing
is available!
309 Wisconsin St .
368-TIRE (8473)

~/r

Read the story behind
Harding's greatest
professor at:

www.jamesdbales. us
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Scuba diving class offers Florida dive trip
recreational activity in the general Ferry Lake], Florida will be 10
education requirements.
times better," Woods said. "The
The class has included classroom visibility will be so much better;
As the scuba divers open their presentations, a written test, two I'll actually be able to see what is
bags of fish food, hundreds of fish weekend sessions with five classes in front of me. I am not sure that
swim to them, leaving paths of apiece and four open-water dives I could here."
bubbles that cause the divers to in two days, traditionally at Greers
Having visited the beaches at
Ferry Lake.
Destin before, Woods said she is
lose sight of each other.
Although the class has usually excited about exploring beneath
Despite the magnified echoes of
held about 15 students, the surface.
the divers' breathing and
only seniors Elizabeth
"I've never even been snorkelthe sound of the fish nibWoods and Mitchel ing or anything like that," Woods
bling on food or coral, the
Loveless are enrolled said. "However, I have seen the
tranquility of the depths
• Class dscoontad
this semester.
remains unbroken.
underwater scenes with coral reefs
to$99.
In or der to gen- and other plant and animal life on
From the top of
erate more interest, the Discovery Channel, and I'm
one of the underwater
• Ojlenwaler di\le
Busby is dropping the really looking forward to seeing
caverns at dive-training
pla:tned
fa"
Fklfida
class' cost, which in- it in person."
center Vortex Springs
for$175.
cludes books, equipAn official date for the Florinear Destin, Fla., Jim
ment and the pool da trip has not been set yet, but
Busby, the owner of
• For further inforrrasessions, from $225 Busby said it would most likely
Searcy Dive Center,
m, cootaclJfn
be scheduled for late October or
said he could still see
to $99.
Busby at 279-7171.
He also added an . early November.
clearly to the surface of
Ev.en though a dive in Arkanopen-water dive trip
the water, a distance of
to Vortex Springs. The sas at that time will mean dealabout 55 feet.
trip will cost an addi- ing with dropping temperatures,
"The best part about
scuba diving is the retional $175 that will Vortex Springs maintains 68-delaxation," Busby said. "I can go cover travel, lodging, the diving gree temperatures throughout
underwater for an hour and feel fee, equipment and diving certi- the year.
Other benefits ofVortex Springs
like I've been on a week's vaca- fication.
Woods said she has been ex- include the training platform availtion. Everything is in slow motion. It's like a Sunday afternoon cited about the way everything able at 20 feet below the surface,
drive. You just mosey along and has turned out, especially about artificial caves to explore and a
see the scenery."
the addition of the dive trip to talk tank underwater, where divers can take a break, remove their
Busby teaches a scuba diving Florida.
"Even though I was looking masks and talk, Busby said.
class in Searcy that Harding stu"People generally enjoy [Vordents can take for their one-hour forward to diving at [Greers
DEANN THOMAS
managing editor

~

Scuba instructor Jim Busby preps senior Josh Jackson for a rescue diver class in the
Ganus Athletic Center pool Tuesday night. Jackson is working toward his third certification
under the instruction of Busby.
·

tex Springs] because it is an easy
dive, but it still has lots to see,"
he said.
The class and the dive trip are
available to the public as well as students. Busby said 12 Searcy residents
have signed up for the class since
he announced it last week.
· "It is really taking off," Busby
said. "People are realizing it is a
nice price."

J.D. Yingling, assistant professor of kinesiology and the dive
program's coordinator at Harding,
said he encourages students and
community members to take ad·
vantage ofthe new arrangements
for the diving class.
"If anyone is interested in diving, there probably will not be a
better offer out there," Yingling
said. •

FAMILYWEEKEND IS NOW Comparing Cultures
HUAexplores Korea, Sydney
~FRIDAY

8 p.m. Mark Nizer, Benson
I0 p.m. Devotional, Benson steps
~SATURDAY

3-6 p.m. tailgate part:y, GAC lawn
6 p.m. Bison football
9 p.m.Vertical Horizon concert, Benson
*Th ese are just highlights, a complete schedule of activities may
be picked up in the Heritage lobby.

Midnight Oil Coffeehouse

A

Bringing you all the comforts of home:

~

•wireless Internet access
•cozy atmosphere
•great drinks, delicious food

C)

801 E. Race St.

•

'

Editor's note: The following article
is the personal account of senior
Dennis McCarty, a student at·
tending Harding University in
Australia this fall.
It seems lik~ it started so long
ago, but it's only been ·a bout 13
days. In the dizziness
of jet lag, the HUA
group arrived in Korea [Aug. 27].
With staggering
steps, we set out on
our Asian adventure,
eager to witness the
culture of a very foreign nation - and
buy lots and lots of
souvenirs.
Korean food assaulted our
noses and stomachs wherever
we went (steer clear of the kimchi), and we were humbled by
the strict rules of etiquette. People in the crowded city of Seoul
were certainly pushy, but they
all still seemed to maintain an
air of modesty.

The students' pharmacy is the ...

•

•

MEDI:9~::~~!~v~·~!~~MACY

At stores and restaurants, we
always found service with a polite
smile. It was also surprising just
how advanced this country turned
out to be. We saw no one living in
thatched huts, but plenty ofHyundai cars, convenience stores and
people who could speak passable
English.
When the time came to
leave Korea behind, most
of our members looked
back with appreciation
-but, at the same time,
we looked forward with
eager anticipation. The
HUA group arrived in
Sydney with faces pressed
against the airplane's
windows.
The Sydney lifestyle proved
very different from that of Seoul:
People were still pushy, but there
were many more homeless and
teenagers on the streets.
Huge shopping centers jutted out of the ground and ubiquitous white taxis invaded every
avenue.

People seemed to move and
shop all day, every day in this
bustling metropolis.
But the city offered more than
just modern vanity. Tours of
impressive sights educated our
group in Australia's intriguing
colonial history. Their records
and monuments attest to the
cunning, cowardice, bravery and
humanity of soldiers, settlers
and convicts alike.
Our visits to the harbor have
been the highlight of the trip
so far. Beautiful sailboats and
yachts grace the surface of the
smooth, dark blue waves, which
in turn splash against picturesque
rocky points and coves.
The Sydney Harbor Bridge,
called "the Coathanger" by Aussies, plays the part of a huge,
welcoming flag. And if the bridge
is a flag, the Opera House is
a magnificent coat of arms. In
every angle of light, grandeur
erupts from this building- of
which the HUA group has taken
at least 1,000 pictures. •

..-/Vector
NEW SEMESTER- NEW WORK
Our Student Work Program offers:
*Flexibility around classes
*Competitive starting pay, paid weekly
*Possible scholarships and internships
*Gain meaningful work experience in the real world
*Work is in customer sales and service with Cutco products
*No experience needed. All majors apply
*Conditions exist - all ages 18+
*We have been working with students since 1981

For more information call:
(Local office is located in One Financial Centre next to 1430 and 1630 on Shackleford)

(501) 225-7100
Boyce Arnett, P.D.
Class of'66

Casey Mcleod,Pharm.D
Class of'97

or

www.collegeincome.com
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Chinese scholar seeks American university experience
SARAH BROWN
student reporter

omemede mashed potatoes
with brown gm dri.z7Jing
over th side. The smeU of
smok Mm wafti:ngtrom
tho oven, while vegetables
boil on top of the tove. Mom·
good ole apple pie with a dab of
vanilla ice cr am on top.
ln aJ)Jac that has b com
an almosL- permanent resideoc
liege student long for uch a
home-cooked meal to bring back
th familiar memories of home.
However, when Liu Shichang
wants food that reminds him
of home, he has to get a ride 30
minutes out of town to find the
ingredients at an Asian supermarket.
Liu, called Peter in America, is the president's assistant
at Changsha University in the
Hunan Province in southern China. Liu came to Harding to get

•

Liu Shichang listens during one of his daily classes Tuesday.
He attends special classes during the day that are organized
specifically for the Chinese exchange students.

a M..astm: •Jf Science in education
ttnd, in the pr cys ·• to .xa.nu.pe
the difli nc betw~n Am rican
and bi.nese uni er iti .
When Lm returns. he will be
Lle to ugg t chan~ to the
universit y tcm in Cbangsha
based on whal he has -een in the
United States.
..We don't want t.o COllY he
U . . svstem," uiu said. "We

want t.- brings me chang
oux system.''

to

t.ion c nter. Liu said hl · mi1
has a ea1·. which i.!:t lmUstl J iD
China
Liu aid he keeps in ouch
with his family and upt.iate
th pte::~i.cl nt nf C'l · ng ·ha University about what the Americu.n
university experience iS like.
Liu said that his classes at
Hartling hav beenmo tut;lentoriented than ·lasses in hina.

om

are more interacti.Ve.

and protes~10rs take a pel"ROnul
Lit1 · one of 16 tudent who
in I. rest in the stud 1 •
came from th Hunan P1·ovinc
Liu also said he noticed that
Harding em t,
to pUJ:su graduate
degree this year at
linV'e a minimal
"We need some
Harding as part of
bureaucracy, which
understanding and
the Sino-American
allow th school to
help from the students;
Studies Institute, a
pay mare
ntiou to
some of us are not good acad.emics. Liu said
subdivision ofHarding'sAmerican Studhe w u ldlike to see
at writing English and
ies Institute.
'bin universities
research."
The students, who
move in the same
range in age from 22
direction.
LIU SHICHANG
to 43, are mostly Eng"There is great
lish teachers at Chipotential for the
nese universities.
development of
Milo Hadwin, adjunct Bible
China's higher education proprofessor who began working on
gram,'' Liu said.
the Chinese Scholars Program two
The workload at Harding has
years ago, said the year-long proalso been difficult for him since
gram will allow the teachers to
most Chinese students are not
return to China with improved
accustomed to writing research
language skills and a highly valpapers; Liu said.
ued degree from an American
Because he has a personal
university.
secretary at home, he is also
''Their teachers will be better
inexperienced with computers.
trained, and [the scholars] will be
Liu said he wishes American
able to do a better job of educating
students could help them.
their people," Hadwin said.
'We need some understanding
· Most of the students have never
and help from the students," Liu
been to the United States before,
said. "Some of us are not good at
but Liu lived in Washington, D.C.,
writing English and research."
for two years as a diplomat at the
It has also been difficult for the
Chinese Embassy.
students in the Chinese ScholLiu has visited Los Angeles,
ars Program to get involved in
San Francisco, Chicago, New York
campus activities, Liu said. The
and parts of Wisconsin.
group arrived on campus Sept.
Because Liu is the oldest of the
7, after school had started, and
group and has the most experience
the scholars do not have regular
with native English speakers, he
classes this semester. Hadwin said
they will be integrated during the
has assumed a leadership role. He
helps the university communicate
spring semester.
with the group and keeps in touch
Liu said he likes Harding bewith the scholars.
cause students and faculty seem
compassionate, friendly and proHadwin said Liu is laid back
and easy to get along with.
fessional. The American Studies
"He's a very pleasant person,"
Institute has helped with transporhe said. ''Quite articulate. His Engtation for the students, who have
lish is excellent."
no cars for their long stay.
Liu's wife, Shiqiong, and 15"They are very nice to us,"
year-old daughter, Liu Lianchen,
Liu said. "They invite us to evlive in Changsha, where Shiqiong
ery special occasion and treat us
is a physician at a disease prevenjust like scholars."

Liu Shichang fills his plate in the cafeteria during lunchtime
Monday. Although the food is not what he is used to, he said it is
nice to have access to it during the day.

Before Liu became the president's assistant at Changsha University, he was the vice president
of China's largest private university and worked for the Hunan
provincial government.
When Liu returns to China,
he will use what he has learned
from American schools to teach
about administrative work and
English. He would like to get his
Ph.D., which would qualify him for
higher administrative work.
The students in the Chinese
Scholars Program will earn master's degrees, normally two-year
degrees, by taking fall, spring and
summer semesters.
After his summer 2005 graduation, Liu said he plans to spend
one month traveling in the United
States so he can research Harvard, Yale and Stanford, as well
as community colleges. •

Editor's Note: This is the first
of a series profiling Chinese
scholars.
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Students explore the newest ways to get from point Ato point B
filled from before chapel until after dy's, and the lady wouldn't take
curfew, students are finding new our order until we pulled up to the
window," Godfrey said.
ways to save a few minutes.
Godfrey said although his cart
Ridjug 8 bicycle i an ld
fter weaving h r way through
a maze-ofbundxeds of stu- mod of transpol'tation as welJ has not been running for a while,
dents. down three flights of a ~physically ben uci.aJ ~:me. the greatest benefit of the cart was
With gas prices rising, bicycling its sound.
~and around those-people
''It [made] a fairly loud noise so
who musb stop in the middle is a quick way to get ~omewher
of the hall and alk to everyone for free while pmviding ex;ercise. we used it to aggravate people we
along-the way. senior 1'.lmi1y Lloyd Bicycle racks outside of the build- didn't like," Godfrey said.
ings and dorms enablestudents to
A third form of transporta·
breaLhe a sigh of relief.
he breaks fre~ from the park the.i:r bicycles during cl:as es tion is motorized scooters. They
look similar to a skateboard with
noise and shuffie that has taken and activities.
JW'Iior teveMcCubbin brought a large handle and a motor the
u p about three of her preciou 10
his bicycle to chool when he was driver controls, enabling them to
minu es.
Lloyd finally reaches the cool a £re h.man and has ridden it for weave around people and providthree years. He still ing an effective and efficient way
pavement and see
11
the brigh · ky .a.
1wouldn't say we use uses 1 1.0 ge around to traveL
Senior Jay Weaver said he uses
even though he now
her now clear eatb
[the golf cart] for the
his scooter mainly to get to and
has a car.
loom ahead of her.
most conventional
""1 prefer to ride from his'classes.
She heaves her bag
"On Tuesdays and Thursdays, I
omo her shoulder and things ... most people my bike around camkeeps pressing ahead use theirs to get to class pus," McCubbin.sa:id. have a class in the Reynolds Cen" bort trips axe not ter that gets out at 12:25 p.m. and
on her tJ::ek from the
we usually just drive it good for he car so another at 1 p.m.," Weaver said.
Mel nteer building to
the Ganus Athletic around at night It has let I ride an d walk as "There is no way I would be able
to eat lunch and get to my 1 o'clock
as J can."
Genter.
us experience a dHferent much
'l'he ru mble of a class in time without it. I now have
Lloyd is one of
side of Harding."
rootot• has become an plenty of time and am able to beat
thousands of stuincreasingly common the crowd."
dents who decide
Weaver said he enjoys riding
what mode of transJASON GODFREY, SENIOR noise to hear when
students wa1k through the scooter, which he has had on
portation to use evezy
campus .
campus for the past two years.
day. Lloyd chooses to
. Golfcartsaresome
"I was afraid to bring it at first
use the old-fashioned
of the machines that have progres· because I thought people would
method: walking.
ively become a more p0pularway think I'm a dork," Weaver said.
''IL' onicetojustg ou aru'l
''But I visited some friends at Freed·
see people around campu rutd stop Lo gel around campus.
Hardeman and saw people there
Junior Josh Gann said he us
nnd talk to friend ou might not
spend muCh time with, Lloyd said. one when 110rking in the media riding them, so I decided to bring
mine. I hadn't noticed anyone else
"' e peciall [ll'efer walkmg at this center.
"I set up computer projectors and driving a gas-powered one until
time of year because of the beautiuse tbe golf cart t transport the recently."
ful chang of the season."
He said he attributes their
Lloyd said sb didn't have a car equipm nl.," Gannsaid. "It is much
increased popularity to the fact
during her freshman and sapho- easier to get around .in and help
that the prices significantly demore year , o walking wa her to get to places a lot faster."
Sonior Jason Godfi;ey, owner of creased.
onl option at that tim .
Over the years, many transpor·
Students and fa ulty areal· a green golf can, aid be uses his
tation fads have come and gone,
ways discovering allernative for a differenL purp se.
"I wouldn' ~y-we use i for the the most notable ones being the
way!:! t rE!acb th ·r de tinations.
The sidewalks aT not tread upon m conv~tional things,' Godfrey "Bison Bikes" and campus Taxi
aid . "Most peqpl use theirs to service.
met.'ely by neak r and hlgb heel.
It is evident that students are
get to class. but we usually just. '
but tires and engines as well.
On a walk from the admin.istt·a- drive i. around at night. It bas trying to find different ways to
tion building-to tbe student center, let u8 experience a different side get around.
Whether the mode of choice
students are likely to encounter of11arding.''
Godfrey ha also used the golf is motors, tires or a good pair of
not only fellow walkers u also
sneakers, new ways are continud.-ivers and runn r and Lhe o ·- cart off cam pus.
"One night, we drove it to Wen- ally evolving. • ·
casional peddler. With schedules
JENN SONZAGNI
student reporter

A

..

CHELSEA ROBERSON!The Bison

Senior Jay Weaver rides his gas-powered scooter to dass Tuesday
afternoon. Weaver said having the scooter allows him to get more
done between classes.
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Witherspoon carries
lllovie to productio_n
KATIE COZZENS
student reporter

L 'llyrd kynyrd will he in emphis
at tht> Mud hland .Amphiteatre a
6:30p.m.
Tuesday.
The Ramr 93.3, a Little Rock
Gener 1 admi sion is $39.95
radio station, ill host.i:ng mu· through
Tickettn.aster, or tickets
sic festivalSat:urda ilt theRi.'>· can be purcbast'd
thnntgh Lynyrd
~rfesl Amphith~tCllier in Lit.tl
Rock. Rocli: groups -st.au!ffit.trr," Skyn~rcr~lan club. More ininmation
-ru-abouse" AAd 1....A. GulllO" will is availal»e at www.mwtis!and •»m.
r w.ww .lynyrdldkynytd.oom.

MUSIC

Razorfest

oothere~ongWitb manyodl 11
80s bands.
'f cket· re $20 nd un

be purchuS«l through Tick tmustet or by phon~ fit 501-975-

7575. The concert tart at 4

FESTIVALS
Arkansas Apple Fes1ivol

T.h. ftnmu~l Arkansa ·Apple
Festival, is today. Satarday and
>~c<! www.933thorazor.com.
Sunday m Un<:Oln, Atk. The fbstiv I boasts u wide variety of' activiti for visitors. int±luding art$
lucio Di lommemtoor
The Orpheum in Memphis and erafts, gospel singing and a
p~nt! Anne Vikre ru; ''Luaa" queen pageant. pple products,
tik~ cid ra nd upple slices, will
at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Vtkre. who may oo the world' be served. More information on
highest 80prano. leads a cast this Arkansas tradition can be
of accomplished performers in found at www.arkansasapplefe
thia
of a novel by Sir stival.org.
p.m. F1>r additional infm1nati(m

this free even ill located at.
bikesblue$andbbq.o

SPORTS

Memph~ Unllersity Tigers
The ~txJtball team t.ake8
on the Umverstty of Houston in
MemphiN hontecomi.ng gnma.
Tickets arc on sale for be·
tween $10 and $46 ag ean be
purcha8ad through the Tiger
T1cket Offic~ at901-678·2331
or at www.JnUgersgo.com.

THEATER
'Chortotte's Web'
i b tlw hclp of his friend
Char.lotte. a kindly bam spider.
Wilbur the piglet ~nllt!S
the tnl8 meaning o£ .reepo118i·

bllity. f'riendship and loYalLY in
t.his heart-warming bllmyard

adventure.

A6unilyclaaaicby E.B. ~

"Charlotte's Well' will be per·
(ormed tonight. Sa urday an
Sunday at the Arkan&ll
Center in Little Rook.
how t.imes are 7:30. p.m.
on Friday and tllrday, end
2 p.m. SW\day.

The admi si.on prW8 to aU

ahowsis$14.

Although beautiful scener y,
costumes and music are part of
the movie, "Vanity Fair," these
gimmicks are not all the movie
has to offer.
Based on the classic novel by
William Thackeray, the film is set
in early 19th century London and
stars Reese Witherspoon ("Sweet
Home Alabama" and
"Legally Blonde")
as Becky Sharp,
a shrewd young
woman of low
social status who
will do whatever
it takes to get to
the top.
Thi<>, however, is
only the dominant
thread in an intricately woven plot.
Throughout the movie, scenes of
war and death, love and sorrow,
and friendship and betrayal are
interspersed a s the Napoleonic
Wars rage and fortunes are won
and lost.
For all of its richness of story,
setting and theme, only Witherspoon is able to truly master her
character, This could be because
every other character seems pale
and bland·in comparison to Becky
Sharp, who 'uses her dominating
personality and seductive beauty
to the fullest.
For example, her best friend,
Amelia (played by Romola Garai),
in all of her naivete and docility, is
downright boring for most of the

movie, even though other characters
accept her choices and actions.
Another flaw is the choppiness
of the plot. Based on a novel more
than 600 pages long, it comes as
no surprise that much action had
to be taken out in the screenplay.
Unfortunately, this makes the film
difficult to follow at times, as it
was when it skipped ahead several
years with no warning.
Moviegoers seeking a simple,
predictable plot in which the
good guys always
win would be dis·
satisfied with this
movie.
The characters'
dialogue does not
disgulse the blatant
materialism of the
timeperiod. Wealth
is often equated
with happiness,
especially by the
women, who at that point in history were virtually powerless.
However, Witherspoon's superb
acting combined with a story that
runs the full gamut ofemotions make
this a movie worth seeing. •

• Reese Wdhefspoon,
Ranola Garai, Rhys !fans, Bob
HOO<i1s
• PG-13b'sane
sellilJality and a
brief Wllert inage

Mandolin melodies fill'Indian Summer'
Carbon Leafs new album an engaging experience

REBECCA STEFFAN
.';:;o',-t-'
, .4f ~!Ment
reporter
.,

arbon Leaf mixes rock with

trumd.olin molodi s in their sixth
~bum, "'ndian ummer,'' released
Juo 13. Teaming up with inde-

sattnay 10.2

(~g~~) fall fest

~
~
u

·

10o.m.·2p.m.
Kensett Middle

S<hool

•

Career
change
. .. from single to married.
You're moving up
, in the world, brother.
Congratulations!

p nd ot music lab 1 Va ngua.rd
Records to produce a mature and
thor ughly ent-ertaining mix of
mu ic tyl s "Indi-an ummer"
do n't disappoint fans.
Though a small step away
from the traditional heavy Celtic
llrliuence of former albums, "Indian Summer" boasts clean com·
positions, blue grass tones, and
twangy guitar strands blended with
the traditional penny whi!'ltle and
mandolin that make the unique
sound of which Carbon Leaf fans
are so fond.
"Indian Summer" was lauded
as a strong composition of 11 songs

that are rollicking and pensive,
with a touch of "psychedelia" and
"Americana," reported the Washington Post.
Lead vocalist Barry Privett's
baritone is a powerful presence
throughout the album and Jordan
Medes' bass adds depth continuity in "Raise the Roof," a song of
swaying rhythms that may lead
to spontaneous dancing.
In the introspective "When I'm
Alone," Carbon Leaf finds a new
way to convey words of regret with a
wistfulness that leaves the listener
understanding exactly and relating
perlectly. To Privett, the album is
''relationship-oriented, straightforward, from the heart, on the sleeve,
with no pretensions."
The Virginia-based quintet has
been playing since ·1992 at venues
throughout the country. In 2002, .
Carbon Leaf won the first Coca-

flfll is i~ t~e ~ir!!
Bring a favorite season
indoors with this
Fall Leaf Candle Holder

$5.95
with each purchase of
3 Hallmark Cards

"When you care enough tO send the very best."

Beck~&~
BRIDAL REGISTRY • GIFTS • HOME DECOR
1551 E. Race • Searcy • 501-268-7049 • est. 1983 • Monday-Saturday 9:30-6:00
Voted Best of the Best Gift Shop & Bridal Registry • Becky Pierc~, Certified Bridal Consult~nt

Cola New Music Award for bestunsigned act. They were also the
first unsigned artists to perlorm at
the American Music Awards.
The critically acclaimed "Echo,
Echo," the band's fourth album,
launched a successful tour and
earned the single, "The Boxer," radio time on independent stations.
"Desperation Song," a mainstay of
concerts, can move entire audiences
to dancing with just the opening
mandolin melody.
Carbon Leaf has played sidestage for John Mayer and Dave
Matthews and opened for Counting Crows. Though they've been
compared to bands such as R.E.M.
and O.A.R., it is their ability to
connect to their audience that sets
Carbon Leaf apart.
Their concerts can last for
hours, and the band members
will sometimes interact with their

audience after a set. Devoted fans
below the Mason-Dixon Line will
be sad to hear that Carbon Leafs
concert tour will be traveling in
the northern states for the next
few months.
"Indian Summer" is available online at www .amazon.com,
www. walmart.com and www .
carbonleaf.com. •

• CarlxJn Leaf v.ill play in
St. Louis Oct 12

Tld<ets are $8 i1

advanre.or $10
atthedoor.
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Proud to be an Am.erican
was walking through the library recently, and I came across a series of
displays using everyday objects to
convey an editorial message_
One in particular caught my eye.
It depicted a giant boot, painted to look
like the American flag, crushing a partially deflated globe under its weight_
I don't know if the display was intended to reflect a personal view or not;
however, the message was clear: America is a global oppressor.
This is one example in the increasing stream of imagery and propaganda
that seem to be flooding our televisions,
schools and homes today.
In this post-modern age of political
correctness and the questioning of absolutes, our very name and heritage as
Americans is constantly being smeared.
It's often accepted that we're a country
bent on world domination with no regard for those who fall under our tread.
Not only is this notion utterly and
completely false, it is offensive. This
isn't the America I know. The America
I know is a land who, since her humble
beginnings, has stood for such ideals as
liberty, justice and truth.
The words of Emma Lazarus, a
woman forever linked to the Statue of
Liberty, speak to this foundation and
ring true to this day: "Give me your
tired, your poor, your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free ... send these,
the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift
my lamp beside the golden door!"
Perhaps this is the America seen
by the millions who continually flood
into our country, risking death for one
chance to breathe the free air of the
"land of opportunity."
Much of the world, out of jealousy or
just plain hatred, is taught to see our
nation in a different light_
In many countries in the Middle
East, children are taught almost from
the wom:b to hate Americans. Many
from that region were shown on the
news cheering in the streets when the

Guest
Room
In this post-modern age of political
correctness and the questioning
of absolutes, our very name
and heritage as Americans is
constantly being smeared.

World Trade Center Towers came down.
Even Canada, our ally and neighbor
to the north, conducted a recent poll and
found that 40 percent of its youth between the ages of 14 and 18 describe the
United States as "evil."
The sad thing is that even citizens in
our own country have begun to reach
a feverish pitch in their criticism. In
his latest book, Michael Moore actually
contends that our government wants to
"dominate the rest of the planet."
To the people who call us oppressors,
I ask, who exactly are we oppressing?
It seems to me that the only people
who can legitimately make that claim
are Saddam Hussein, Al-Qaeda, the
ousted Taliban regime and every other
evil dictator or empire we have defeated.
The fact is, our mission has always
been quite the opposite: freedom.
I believe this mission comes from our
proud Christian heritage and fierce independence. We are a country that was
and is motivated by hard work, respon·
sibility and giving of ourselves_
As the most benevolent country on
earth, our foreign aid reaches across the
globe, in many cases without chance of
repayment.
This message is lost on much of the

world, however, and for many, no
amount of giving will ever be enough .
The truth is we will never be able
to please the world. All we can do is
stand our ground abroad and focus
our efforts at home.
Today, there are groups in this
country aggressively seeking the removal of God as they attack things
like the Pledge of Allegiance, prayer
in school and Christmas.
Christian bashing has reached a
new level in America. Patriotism is a
joke. The sense of pride and determination seen after Sept. 11 is all but
forgotten. Our nation seems almost
evenly divided_
There is hope though. The decency
shown recently by complete strangers
in the hurricane-battered South reflects the goodness of America, which
can still be seen in the hearts and
minds of patriots across our nation.
The men and women of our armed
forces, who voluntarily risk their lives
every day, prove there are still things
in this world worth dying for. This
reminds me yet again that we come
from the greatest country on earth.
I am proud to be an American.
This does not mean that I am
proud of every decision we have made
in our nation's history. We've made
mistakes in the past, and we'll make
them again.
.
However, our goal is freedom and
liberty for all. This will continue to
guide our actions at home and abroad
as long as we elect leaders who know
the greatness of America and who will
not be swayed in trying times.
Let us come together and be proud
of our heritage_
Let us humbly show the world that
prosperity can be a reality for all, and
freedom is the only way to achieve it_

ZACH CHEATHAM is the illustrator of the Bison. He
may be contacted at zscheatham@harding.edu.
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Month promotes abuse awareness
ctober is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month, but how
many college students are really aware of domestic violence?
Many people don't realize
that they have probably encountered
women and children that are victims
of abusive men.
Contrary to what most people believe, abuse is not solely a problem
for the lower-income population. Ministers' wives, professors' wives and
deacons' wives can all be victims.
Domestic violence includes all ages
and spans across every social status.
College students can be the victims of
dating violence, but many girls don't
want to admit that they're dating an
abusive man.
If you are unsure about your relationship or a friend's relationship, the
Nebraska Domestic Violence Coalition
and the Sexual Assault Coalition has
formulated 10 questions to determine
a potentially hazardous situation:
"'Does the person you are dating:
~>Keep you away from people you
care about most or from friends you
had before you began dating?
• Frequently embarrass or make
fun of you in front of others?
"'Use intimidation to make you do
things you don't want to do?
"'Make you feel that there is no
way out of the relationship?
~>Make you perform sexual acts?
•Threaten you with force, words or
weapons?
.. Use alcohol or drugs as an excuse
for saying hurtful things or abusing
you?
•Get extremely angry frequently

0

CHERYL CALHOUN

Guest
Room
Contrary to what most people
believe, abuse is not solely a
problem for the lower-income
population.

and you don't understand why?
"'Not believe he has hurt you or
blames you for what he has done?
(Example: I hit you, cursed at you,
etc., because you made me mad)
• Physically force you to do what
vou do not want to do?
· If you have answered "yes" to more
than one of these questions, you
should assess your relationship and
realize it may be abusive.
If you do find yourself in an abusive relationship, there are several local options available for help.
First, Hope Cottage (White County
Domestic Violence Prevention) has
a hotline you can reach at 501-2784673. Safe shelter is also provided for
those who need it.
Second, Hope Cottage conducts
a support group every week where
those who have experienced abuse
gather to talk about their lives and
encourage one another.

Third, Harding provides free counseling services to students. Even if
the abuse is something that happened a long time ago, talking to
a counselor may be beneficial. The
counseling center can be reached at
501-279-7400.
If you have been abused, seeking
help is one of the most positive actions you can take.
In order for abused women to receive support, people must be willing
to provide help, such as volunteering
their time at Hope Cottage or donating items such as clothing and appliances.
If you personally know someone
who is in an abusive relationship, you
can help by supporting her emotionally and repeatedly telling her that
love is not supposed to hurt mentally
or physically.
Phyllis Goodin, director of Hope
cottage, said domestic violence is very
confusing to its victim.
"The hand that hits the victim can
also gently caress her," Goodin said.
''The mouth that curses her or lies
to her can also spiel out words of love
and caring. The victim wants to believe the best about her boyfriend or
husband, so she keeps searching for
the good and overlooking the bad."
Please, use the month of October to
remember the women who have been
victimized by domestic violence. Use
the rest of the year to make a difference.

CHERYL CALHOUN is a psychology major and volunteer at Hope Cottage. She may be contacted
at cecalhoun@harding.edu.

Prosperity not always a blessing to believers
n Bunyan 17th century cla s~ ·Pilgrim's Pmgre , "
characLer named Mr. By-end explained Lhe dif-ference b tween him elf and Christians of the more
radical sm·t: ''They ar for holding t h eir notion ,
though all other men be agains them; but I am for
religion in what, and so far as the times and my safety
can bear it. They are for religion when in rags and contempt; but I am for him when he walks in his silver slippers, in the sunshine, and with applause."
Silver slippers are appealing. Church buildings are
fashionable and pews comfortable.
Somewhere along the way, have we lost the blessedness of cross bearing?
It seems that the church of God is capable of withstanding any onslaught, except unrelenting prosperity.
When Christians walk in silver slippers, no one has to
believe much of anything.
At least, no one has to believe strongly.
For centuries, the doctrines of the church have been
its sails. Prosperous and tolerant people are more than a
little contemptuous of doctrine.
A Christian infused with doctrine may be too dogmatic. Doctrine is a headwind for a comfortable church.
~

Perhaps all of us
are victims of prosperity. Meditation,
introspection, confession and repen:
tance don't coordinate with silver
slippers.
When Jesus
said, "It is easier
for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a
rich man to enter the kingdom of God"in Matthew 19:23,
he meant at least this: Prosperity can be a spiritual liability.
·
The lesson is a hard one. Personal integrity, kindness,
justice, generosity, the fmits of the spirit- all of it, any one
part of it, is of infinitely more worth than silver slippers.
To elect Jesus as a partner in life is to be reminded
of a different set of priorities. May we choose him as a
friend and may he be formed within us.

Guest
Room

a

DUANE WARDEN is professor of Bible. He may be contacted at 501-279-4146
or at dwarden@harding.edu.

TALK BACK
How far have you gone to get out of a day of school?

"I never really did
anything. I would've
had to be missing a limb
to get my mom to let me
stay home from school."

-Stephen Wagner, fr\JShman

"I once paid my brother twenty dollars to
punch me in my eye
so I could stay home
from school."

- Lacey Tur:ner>"'sophomore

"I tried to mimic all of
my fake sicknesses after
Ferris Bueller."

:- Kyl!! Balduf, junior

"I once blew out my own
tire so that I wouldn't
have to go to school that
day."

- Deanna Gilbert, senior

STEVEN PROFAIZER

Yodo,Yodo
Yo do
Wmningthe
'go home early'
game at school

r

i week i a good week· it
the quiet after the tOl'Dl.
Th e on slaught of first
ffi·am of the em.ester ha
finally passed over u and
life has again returned to its
normal pace.
As my exams lined up to deliver their blows to my grade,
and occasionally my self-esteem,
I thought back to carefree days
of yore
- ca:reFake stomachaches
fre day
were my most valuable
when I
weapons against school
could fake
growing up mostly due
sick a n d
to the fact that they
ge out
near impossible to
are
of chooldisprove.
work.
There
is ·something wonderful about
having that !-really-shouldhave-studied-for-my-test emergency escape route.
Fake stomachaches were my
most valuable weapons against
school growing up , mostly due to
the fact that they are near impossible to disprove.
I could only sparingly play
the stomachache card, however, because sooner or later the
nurse would ask me to prove it.
Now everyone knows that
throwing up is the trump card in
the "go home early game."
There is no debating whether
you did it. There is no questioning your truthfulness.
It is the ultimate act of elementary school sickness.
Plus, a kid with the throw
ups is dangerous to keep around
other children. Once it blows, it
starts a chain reaction among
other students that keeps janitors shaking that sawdust for
hours.
However, most of the time
when I ended up in the nurse's
office, it was for less valid reasons. This put the pressure on
me, instead of my stomach, to
get us home early.
I mastered the forehead rub
early on in life. When the nurse
would turn her back, I'd rub my
sleeve against my forehead until
the friction made it feverishly
warm to the touch.
This never really accomplished much besides earning
the right to move on to the next
security checkpoint on the way
to a half-day- the thermometer.
I can remember sitting in the
nurse's office along with the other half-day hopefuls, thermometer lodged under my tongue,
willing my body to raise its core
temperature.
I would try everything from
running in place when the nurse
wasn't looking to trying to sneak
the thermometer under the hot
water in the bathroom.
Going home early was never
easy, but it was an option- an
option I still long for on weeks
packed with tests, late nights of
work and no long weekend anywhere in sight.
lS

STEVEN PROFAIZER is editor of the
Bison. He may be contacted at 501-2794471 or at sfprofaizer@harding.edu.
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Baseball memories for money
arry &llldshit his 700th home
run into the left-centerfield
bleachers of the San Fransico
Giant's SBC Ptuk Sept. 1'7,
and a battle ensued.
Dozens of fans scrambled to
capture a piece of history and a
souvenir from a day at the ballpark, or rather, a possession that
could bring in hundreds of thousands. possibly even millions of
dollars.
The days of having baseball
memorabilia for the sake of nostalgia are gone.
My dad has an old wooden trunk
in our basement filled with newspapers from when baseball greats
broke records, retired or died.
One of my favorites is the front
page of the New York Times he
kept from the day after Roger
Maris broke Babe Ruth's home
run record in 1961. The picture
on the front shows Maris finishing his swing and watching the
ball sail out of the park.
The papers finally outgrew the
trunk, and my family now has a
room in our basement devoted to
my dad's baseball memorabilia;
we call it the "dugout." Bobble
head dolls, pendants and signed
baseballs are displayed in his
baseball haven.
My dad adds to his baseball collection each time we go to a Cardinals game; he keeps the ticket
stub from every major league game
he attends.
When freebie days at the park
come around we get to the stadium
two hours before the game and
stand in lines a mile long so that
we can take home a miniature bat
or a pin marking a special event
in Cardinal history.
While other people get them to
sell onE-Bay, we keep them for
the memories.
I remember watching the scramble for Mark McGwire's 70th home
run ball. Comic book icon Todd
McFarland later paid $2.7 million

B
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and how he plans to prove that
h e was kicked by a specific person
in the chaos.
Surely no judge will believe this
story without proper evidence.
Maybe he will follow in the
steps of the judge who rules on
the case involving Bonds' recordbreaking 73rd season homerun
to for the ball and now it rests in ball in 2001. That ball fetched
his private collection.
$450,000, and the judge ordered
My dad was at that game, and the men split the money since the
while he would have loved to have court of experts could not define
walked out of Busch Stadium hold- possession of the ball.
ing that infamous baseball, he was
Should the man who tempomore than content with just be- rarily caught the ball in his glove
ing there and watching the ball be able to keep the ball or should
sail over the outfield wall while the man who actually went home
flashes from hundreds of cameras with the ball keep it?
went off.
Regard.le of
H~ stil l
My dad adds to his baseball how he newest
talk abo u t
disputein baseball
collection each time we go nostalgia ends up,
watching the
pitcher wind
1 hope people can
to a Cardinals game; he
up, seeing be
still. hold on to the
keeps the ticket stub from same aspects that
ball.fiy towards
the plate and
baseballnms
every major league game he true
h e~ring the
have understood
~rack o£¥cGmd app reciated
attends.
wire's bat befor decades.
fore the crowd
They are dieof red erupted into cheers.
hard fans who love the game for
I sat in disbelief this summer what it was, what it is and what
as I watched a man knock a little it will remain - America's pastboy over at a Cardinals game just time.
to get a foul ball. Catching a foul
They watch games to cheer on
ball is fun, and it makes a great their role models and to somestory, but not when you take ad- day look back at old newspapers
vantage of being older and bigger and remember where they were
just because you can.
when they saw one of the greats
Today, two men are fighting over create history.
Bonds' record-breaking home run
They will keep their ticket stubs
baseball.
and all of the cheap or not-so-cheap
The man who ended up tak- freebies they got at the ballpark,
ing the ball home is being sued and the smell of freshly cut grass
by another man who claims that will always fill their noses.
he initially had possession of the
I just hope that people will reball and had it stolen from him member to fill their old trunks
in the pile.
with memories and not their bank
Of course the 'victim' is claiming account with money. •
he was kicked and punched by the
man who took away his prize.
SARAH CRIST is sports editor for the Bison.
I cannot help but wonder how She can be reached at 501-279-4696 or
he knew who was kicking him secrist@harding.edu.
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FOOTBALL» 4-1

VOLLEYBAll>> 13-2
[ 7 7 10 3]
[20 0 7 3]

North Alabama
Harding

27
30

Harding 3. Central Arkansas 0
(30-23, 30-28, 30-12)
Harding 3, Southern Arkansas 0
(30-24, 30-1 s. 30-20)

WOMEN'SSOCCER>> 12-2
North Alabama
Harding

[0 2]
[0 4]

2
4

Christian Brothers
Harding

[0 0]
[0 2]

0

Christian Brothers
Harding

[2 0]
[0 0]

2

0

Lyon College
Harding

[0 0 I]
[0 0 0]

I
0

Harding 3, Christian Brothers I
(31-33, 30-26, 30-22. 30-19)

Need a

Veitenheimer during the Sept. 23 game against Southern Arkansas. The Bisons went
on to win in three games.

Volleyball team serves
10-game winning streak
Sarah Crist
Sports editor

The Bison volleyball team
rolled past Central Arkansas
Sept. 28, extending its winning streak to 10 games and
improving its conference record to 3-0.
The win put Harding on top
of the Gulf South Conference
West Division ahead of Henderson State.
The Bisons look to continue
their winning streak against
Arkansas Tech tomorrow in
Russellville, Ark.
In the Sept. 28 game, senior
Kate Kennedy and junior Synda
Veitenheimer contributed 12 and
11 kills respectively while freshman Mary Piech added nine.
With 14 digs, Veitenheimer
led the team defensively followed
by Piech with 13 and senior Arnie
Morrison with 12.
The Bisons served seven
aces and made only two errors,
while UCA had only two aces
and made eight errors.
"We were pretty conservative
with our serves and tried to rely
more on strong defense, and our
defense really helped us in the

second game," coach Keith Giboney
said "UCA was more aggressive,
and that caused their team to make
some key service errors."
Kennedy's 12 kills moved her
into second place in the Bison record book for most career kills.
With 1,547 career kills under
her belt, Kennedy now has the
opportunity to hold the all-time
record of 1,648 held by Veronica
Piech.
Kennedy already holds the
school records for kills per game,
attack percentage, career points
and points per game, and has her
name within the top 10 of 12 other
record lists.
''Kate is having a great senior
season and getting that record
was a major accomplishment- the
overall record is definitely within
her reach if she stays consistant,"
Giboney said.
Morrison's digs brought her
record-holding number for most
career digs to 2,089. She holds the
records for digs per game and serve
percentage as well.
Other Bisons that hold a place
in the record books include Veitenheimer, seniors Leanne Lackey and
Ashley Kellum and freshman Chelsea Ginn. •

2

MEN'S SOCCER>> 12-2

•

c
Senior leanne lackey and freshman Chelsea Ginn cover an attack by junior Synda

Enroll and get
MCAT. Science
Review free!

JOB after graduation?

Business, Industry & Government Fair
Thursday, October 7
9:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Student Center 236

Enroll in a Kaplan Classroom Course, Online
Course or Private Tutoring program in October and
get MCAT Science Review free"-a $499 value!
Our MCAT Science Review includes 48 onl ine lesson s and 6 quizzes
for each topic: Physics, General Chemistry, Biology and Organic Chemistry.

Call or visit us online today to
take advantage of this limited time offer.

1-800-KAP- TEST

For more infomation,
visit us

kaptest.comjmcat
Test Prep and Admissions

harding.edu/career/event.htm

..

""MCAT is a reg1 s tered vooemari( of the Association of American MediCal Colleges, •• Must enroll m nn MCAT
Classroom Course. Onl 1n~ Course or 15. 25 01 35-llour Private Tutonng Ptoqam blrtweetl October l .Qctobef 31. 2004
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Titans, Ju Go Ju win
A-teatn chatnpionships
DANIEL RAMBERGER
student reporter

Students present at the Intramural softball fields Sept. 23
saw a number of club championship games in a matter of only a
few hours.
Various men's and women's
social clubs went head to head to
determine which team would take
the championship titles.
The Titans and Pi Kappa Epsilon went head to head in the A, B
and C team championship games,
causing the stands to fill up with
fans from both teams.
The Titans A-team came out
on top against Pi Kappa Epsilon
13-10.
The Titans' B-team loss to Pi
Kappa Epsilon forced a playoff
game Sept. 28 wh,ere Pi Kappa
Epsilon captured the championship with a score of 19-16.
The C-teams were forced into
a playoff game as well, resulting

in a Titans victory.
The final contestants of the Dteam championship were Pi Kappa
Epsilon and Knights.
Pi Kappa Epsilon forfeited
because team members were not
present at ga:me time.
In the small club A-team championship, Gamma Sigma Phi and
Delta Chi Delta stretched their game
into 10 innings. Gamma Sigma Phi
eventually won 29-27.
"[Senior] John Sullivan hit a
grand slam in the ninth inning that
put us ahead and set up the win,"
senior Lauren Moody, a Gamma
Sigma Phi queen said.
Gamma Sigma Phi also won the
B-team championship due to a forfeit by Kappa Sigma Kappa.
In the women's games, Ju Go
Ju beat Zeta Rho in the A-team
large club championship.
Chi Omega Pi lost the B and
C-team championships to Kappa
Gamma Epsilon and Ko Jo Kai,
respectively. •

Senior Pi Theta Phi member Karen Bauer rounds third base Sept. 25 as senior Michelle
Shanklin waves her home. Senior Kappa Gamma Epsilon Meredith Sowell points towards
home in hopes of a play at the plate. Pi Theta Phi went on to win the game and take the
8- team potluck championship.

,

Bisons defeat #14 UNA Lions
SARAH CRIST
sports editor

Sophomore Bison place-kicker,
Ben Davis nailed a 32~yard field
goal as time expired in Saturday's game, propelling the Hisons to a 30-27 victory over the
nation's 14th-ranked team, the
North Alabama Lions.
''He was so calm in the huddle
[before the play]," junior wide
receiver David Feliciano said
"I may have been a little nervous, but I knew he was going
to make it.''
The Bisons oontinue conferenre
play tomorrow night at 6 when
they take on Henderson State
at First Security Stadium.
The Bisons seemed to dominate the first quarter of the
game, scoring 20 points and taking advantage of an interception and a UNA fumble before
the Lions scored on a 98-yard
kickoff return.
"Things really went our way
in the first quarter," ooach Randy
Tribble said "We made it a point
to focus on starting offstrong rather than come from behind in the
second half, and we did."
Both teams struggled to move
the ball at the start of the second
quarter, but UNA closed the gap
to 20-14 before heading into the

quarter and left the Lions in poslocker room at halftime.
'We really focused on the posi- session of the ball at their own
tive during halftime," Tribble said 32-yard line.
An untimely 15-yard unsports"Our defense and offense had been
strong, we just wanted them to keep manlike conduct penalty against
scratching and clawing to the end of the Bisons moved UNA up to the
the game and give it their all."
47-yard line.
The Bisons defense held their
Junior defensive back Travis Deground and for d
i..~ inteJ:cepted a pass
l;he Lion to ettle
py Lion q~;~arterba.ck
"I just stood back and
Vinni~ a.ylor within
for a 41-yard field
enjoyed the momenf,
.goal, ty,ingthegame
the fir t two minute!!
It was great watching
at27wi h 6:301eft
of the second half and
returned theball to a,e everyone celebrate. I was i.n th game.
After a ti.me-oonUNA 25 yard-line, put- happy for Ben and excited
mnitlg drive down
ting lbe Bison offense
for the team because
field. the BisJns were
in coring po ition.
It was a big win. I was
a the UN 15-yanl
Two plays later l . . thrilled to death."
line when he Lions
brand's 18-yard pass
to Feliciano gave the
COACH RANDY TRIBBLE called timeout in an
Bisons a 27-14lead.
attempt to distract
UNA continued to fight
Davis.
back, driving the ball69 yards down
''I knew I had to make it," Dathe field to score on a 37-yard field vis said "That was all there was
goal by place-kicker Beau Tanner. to it."
The timeout proved ineffective
The Lions then forced the Bisons
to punt and took over on the Har- as Davis split the uprights as time
ding 44-yard line.
expired and First Security Stadium
Harding was left clinging to a erupted in cheers.
''I was amazed when everyone
27-24lead after Saylor-completed
a 14-yard touchdown pass to UNA ran onto the field and lifted me up on
wide receiver Chip Long with just their shoulders ," Davis said ''I have
under five minutes left in the third never done anything like that before,
quarter.
it was an awesome feeling." •
A pass from Lybrand to junior
wide receiver Aaron Mitchell was
Student reporter Alan Adamisin
intercepted by UNA in the fourth
contributed to this story.
Insurance Claims Welcome
Auto Glass Installed
Free Estimates

Let's try this again. If your predictions for this weekend's games
are better than the sports editor you win two rree buffets to Pizza
Pro. You could go eat before you come out to cheer on the Bisons
as they lake on Henderson State! Rip this form out of the paper,
fill it out (including the EXACT score of the tie-breaker), and drop
it in the Sports Challenge box on the ledge next to the U.S . .Post
Office window by 10 p.m. Friday, Oct. I Good luck!

Wolford's Autobody
&
Collision Repair Center

Name _________________________

Box# _____________
Phone # _____________

•

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

Junior David Feliciano runs to catch a pass that resulted in Harding's first touchdown during the Sept. 25 game against North
Alabama at First Security Stadium. Feliciano went on to score a second touchdown in the Bison's 30-27 win. The Bisons continue
conference play at home tomorrow against Henderson State University at 6 p.m.

1-501-268-8235
1614 K Booth Rd.
Searcy, AR 72143

NCAA Football
Texas Tech @ Oklahoma
__ LSU @ Georgia __
Auburn @ Tennessee
NFL Football
Kansas City @ Houston
New Orleans @ St. Louis
Jacksonville @ Tennessee

PASS,

/

MLB Baseball
NY Yankees @ Toronto
Milwaukee @ St. Louis
Texas @ Seattle
Tie Breaker:
NCAA Football
Guess the winner and exact score
of Saturday's game
Harding vs_ Henderson St.
*Editors picks are in bold

PUNT,

KICK.

--------~~-----
FIRST COMMUNITY BANK
2401 W. Beebe CCipps Exwy
2801 East Race Street
207-6030
207-6000
www.nratcomMunity.net

~-,~
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~~u~

WHEN? Saturday
WHERE? Football game, halftime
I:IOW? Sign up at the pass gate
WOW FACTOR?

$5,000 GRAND PRIZE
~11\'SIMMOtiHIIIST~Nl(AND

YOU!I $TUDM ~SSOOATIO!t
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THROUGH THE LENS

aying that I have been stressing over this week's "Through
the Lens" page would be the understatement of the year. There
have been , o many opportunities for great photos thls week, but I
couldn't think of anything to tie them
all together for the page.
I don't think I realized how difficult coming up with an entire page
of photos with acommon theme could
oe:)'oti might not agree, ~ut think
a,bhut it for a second.
·
..'. l)ig deep into your bra in fur a moi)i~nt.a,Pd see if you can come up with
a real ·q uality idea. I f you a'etually
did, then please write it on a notecard
made out to yours truly, and send it
to box 11192.
Seriously though, of all the great
photos that I'm able to capture here
at Harding, you'd think I could find
a common theme to put them all together, but the mor.e I thought about
it, the more difficult it seemed to get.
I came up with some of the most
ridiculous and absurd ideas that
had me seriously doubting the inner
workings of my mind ..
At last I employed everyone I
knew, and didn't know for that matter, to help me come up with any
semi-acceptable theme for this week's
page.
Although all these wonderful
people came up with many fantastic
ideas, none had the spark tliat I was
so feverishly awaiting. Some 6(.the
ideas were too unreasonable to even
consider using. Others just we~;en't
possible in the allotted time, but hold
sincere promise for future pages.
So, in mild, but urgent desperation, I decided to use the top five of
the best, and strangest ideas given to me to form one very random
"Through the Lens" page.

The gum tree
towers over the
walkway that runs
diagonally toward
Armstrong Hall.

A typical Harding
squirrel watches
as he munches on
a nut.

I've used my 'get out of jail free'
card ... and there is absolutely no
way out.
The top five ideas presented to
me by a few willing brainstormers
are Harding musicians, school spirit,
random people ·around the campus,
things that make 'me ask "why?" and
last, but by no means least, squirrels.
To my astonishment, squirrels
seemed to be the most popular choice.
Though there were quite a few different adaptations of this theme, it was
by far the number one idea proposed
by the people I spoke with about my
page.
Regardless of the squirrels' popularity, I had my doubts as to whether
anyone would ever bother looking at
my page again if I actually pursued
a photo spread with them as the only
_subject.
First I had to get the musician
photo. I realize there are countless
musicians on campus including the
ones in the band, but I thought the
band should get a little credit because
they really put in a lot of time and
practice to perform at the football
games.
For school spirit, there were an array options and angles I could get.

www.harding.edulthebison/news.html

All the students do such an amazing job supporting the teams at
Harding. It wasn't difficult to find
some diehard fans willing to scream
their lungs out for the Bisons' victory
against the Lions last Saturday.
Then came the random people
idea. I couldn't just run up and take a
random photo of someone and call it
a day. I needed someone interesting,
someone kooky and someone willing to make a fool of himself in front
of my camera. Enter Sam Peters.
Enough said.
Of all the crazy things on this
campus that make me ask "why?"
the gum tree definitely tops my list
of things that leave me perplexed.
Why it's still here, how long ago did
it start, and how many wads of gum
are actually on that tree are just a
few of the many questions I could ask
about it.
Then of course we have the squirrels. They're like a living epidemic on
campus. They are everywhere, and
they are definitely not afraid. And to
be perfectly honest, it was fun stalking them for a change instead of the
other way around.
So this is it. I've used up my "get
out of jail free" card. Now I'm forever
obligated to think up the most aweinspiring "Through the Lens" pages
imaginable, and there is absolutely
no way out.
You never know though - you
might eventually see an entire page
dedicated to the audacious Harding
squirrels.

CHElSEA ROBERSON is a sophomore
advertising major and is the 2004-2005
Bison photographer. She will continue the
"Through the Lens" series for the rest of
the year. She can be reached at 501-2794696 or croberso@hardlng.edu.

Joking around,
senior Sam Peters
ffi)hts with his
mai100x between
dasses in the
student center.

Junior James Belcher
holds his tuba while the
field reflects in the bell
Sept. 25 during halftime.

Freshmen Ryan Shelburne and
Jake Wood scream through their
megaphones during the football
game Saturday.

WINNERS AND RESULTS

Winners ond resuhs from the Sept. 17 issue of the Bison's "I Spy" poge:
1. Cumberland Presbyterian Chur(h 2. Horol~'s Barber Shop 3. The Rialto 4.Frostyoire for Frozen Food 5. Midnight Oil
Winners: Jessi Griffin, Shannon Kennedy, Cora Smith, Melissa Hopmon, Rusudon Kombo[ashvili. Alison Brown, Aleah
Tober Gerrit Hopman, Greg Parks and Erika Ross

